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You guys crack me up.
This is a website that praises the art of tying stuff to a hook, fooling a fish into biting it, hooking the fish in the
mouth, and then taking it out of it's environment.
I removed 4 FOUR small branches from the water and you have an issue with that.
YET, you do not have an issue with fooling a fish and robbing it of a meal. Causing that fish to expend
unnecessary energy fighting against your line after you hook it in the face, causing it some level of injury (barb
or no barb). Then you take the fish out of it's habitat, let it flop around on the rocks, then goof up it's slime layer
when you pick it up (whether you wet your hands or not). Now the fish is struggling for some oxygen exchange
(after you wore the thing out fighting it) and you snap a few photo and half blind the thing with your flash. And
best of all...then you gently set it back in that water, tell him thanks for making YOUR day, and send him on his
way.
And then I read a statement that says removing a branch from a pool is only to the short-term benefit of the
fisherman. Are you kidding me? EVERYTHING we do on this site is ultimately about what is to the short-term
benefit of the fisherman. If it were not, you would stop fishing all together. And let's not forget, outside of the
native brook char, the entire trout fishery in PA is contrived. Even though there are some wild populations of
trout, they are not native and not doing anything for your other native species. They were put there for your
short-term enjoyment.
You are all silly

(Except for Squatch...I don't want him to pull my arms off or something.)

Now...commence with further silly statements. I will enjoy the flaming.

